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                                                    Georgia sports betting has been a hot topic for years now. Although the practice is not yet legal, there are still many options to pursue regarding wagering in Peach State, which we will cover here.

Check out our top 10 GA sports betting sites listed below, and read on to uncover the best betting sites in Georgia via our reviews. Get the full history, the latest news, and find out how to claim the most lucrative betting bonuses.
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GA Sports Betting at a Glance

All of the online sports bets placed in Georgia are via offshore sportsbooks as the state is yet to pass any legislation legalizing inland sports betting and the prospect of it becoming legal is still up in the air. The current sports betting market in the state is outlined below.

	Legal Sports Betting: Offshore only
	Minimum Sports Betting Age in Georgia: 18 (through offshore sites)
	Offline Betting in Person: No current options
	Online Sportsbooks: Offshore sites only
	Live/In-Play Betting: Offshore sites only
	College Sports Betting: Offshore sites only
	Horse racing: Offshore sites only
	Estimated Sports Betting Revenue: To be determined
	Permitted Sports Betting Operators: None currently
	Licensing Fee: To be determined
	Tax Rate: To be determined
	Tax Funded: To be determined


Timeline of Georgia Sports Betting Legislation

The future of sports betting in Georgia is looking bleak. As you’ll see from the timeline below, there is no significant movement anymore to launch online sports betting in the state with zero commercial or tribal casinos.

	February 3, 2022: Bill SB 57 was introduced. This bill if passed would allow up to 18 online sportsbooks in the state.
	April 4, 2022: SR 135 was stripped and replaced, while SB 142 never made it to the House floor. The 2022 Georgia Legislature ends without passing any gambling bills.
	March 28, 2022: Rep. Ron Stephens amends two sports betting bills. One of the bills proposed a voter referendum to allow all types of gambling, whereas the other was for allowing the legalization of mobile/retail betting. Both of these bills were passed by the Senate in 2021 and approved by a House committee.
	March 18, 2022 – A horse betting bill, which voters could decide on, does not advance from the Senate.
	February 18, 2022: During the 2022 legislative session, a Senate committee in GA discussed several horse racing bills but did not consider sports betting.
	May 20, 2021: Atlanta will become a product development and IT hub for DFS and sportsbook giant FanDuel. Over the next five years, the project will invest $15 million into the GA economy and create 900 jobs.
	March 31, 2021: The two sports betting bills in the Georgia House failed to pass, so sports bettors there will have to wait until the next legislative session. Sports betting legislation has become a hot topic in GA, and the NAACP expressed its opposition to it.
	March 8, 2021: Both bills passed by the Senate are sent to the House for consideration. First, as a referendum question, SR 135 puts sports betting before voters. Then, in Georgia, SB142 legalized sports betting. Then, each bill goes before the House of Representatives, which has stalled its bill about voting rights, HB86.
	February 10, 2021: Despite the passage of a sports betting bill in the Georgia House, senators in the Georgia Senate filed SB142, their sports betting bill. There are a few key differences in the upper chamber’s sports betting bill compared to HB86. SB142 permits betting on collegiate events that do not involve Georgia colleges, while HB86 prohibits betting on any collegiate event.
	January 15, 2021: HB86, introduced by Rep. Ron Stephens (and five other legislators), raises the issue of sports betting in Georgia. Like last year’s attempt, the bill calls for a remote registration system and six licenses for sports betting online.


The Best Georgia Sports Betting Sites List 2024

Our experts have compiled a list of the 10 best sites in 2024 for Georgia sports betting. These hand-picked sportsbooks help bettors find value bets and more in multiple sports, events, and markets.

	BetOnline – No.1 overall for sports betting in Georgia
	BetNow – Loads of sports betting contests for cash prizes
	Bovada – Wide selection of sports betting in GA
	BetUS – Generous sports betting promotions & bonuses
	Everygame – Top in-play betting options
	MyBookie – Superb sportsbook for US sports coverage
	Sportsbetting.ag – Excellent odds and markets for horse racing
	Xbet– Hreat prop builder tool
	BUSR – One of the most established track records in the sportsbook industry
	Mega Dice– Best odds of any online sports betting sites


Best Sports Betting Georgia Sites Reviewed

In the list below you will find the best Georgia sports betting websites reviewed for 2024.

1. BetOnline – No.1 Overall for Sports Betting in Georgia
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Panama-based BetOnline is our No.1 overall Georgia sports betting site with a track record in online gambling that dates way back to 2001. Visitors from GA can select from sports betting, live betting, a racebook, casino, eSports, and live poker. Its sportsbook offers excellent coverage of major US sports leagues, such as the NCAA, MLB, NFL, NHL, and UFC.

Betonline offers much more than just the major US sports and leagues, as you’ll find alternative betting markets on plenty more sports, financials, politics, and entertainment. Alternatively, why not get a piece of the eSports action on Counter-Strike, FIFA, or DOTA 2?

Visitors from Georgia will find a choice between competitive welcome bonuses. This includes a 50% match deposit of up to $1,000 in bonus money on the first deposit. Bonuses are not just a perk for new players, as you’ll find with a 25%-35% reload bonus.

BetOnline accommodates many safe, secure, and rapid USD payment options, including credit/debit cards for a top-notch Georgia online sports betting experience.



What we like:


	 Live streaming is available
	 Competitive welcome bonus
	 NFL/NBA tournaments available
	 Teaser bets, odds boosters, game props & players props






 
What we don’t:


	 PayPal not accepted








 Join BetOnline 

 

2. BetNow – Loads of Sports Betting Contests for Cash Prizes
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Since its launch in 2015, BetNow has been one of the best online betting sites in Georgia. It is a fully licensed sportsbook with a reputation for fast and reliable payouts as well as great bonuses.

It concentrates on US sports and is a top site for NFL, NBA, and NHL betting. It’s also a top choice for college football and basketball fans with a decent selection of markets on many NCAA Division 1 games.

Both Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash are accepted here and there’s only a minimum deposit of $10 and a maximum limit of $40,000. The minimum withdrawal is only $5, and it shouldn’t take longer than 24 hours for the payout to be processed. There are also fiat baking options including bank cards and wire transfers.

BetNow promo codes offer a selection of four welcome bonuses. Two of them are limited to specific payment methods but the other two are for everyone. You can opt for the larger 100% percentage match with a 20x rollover or take the 50% match but with just a 10x rollover. The site also offers reloads a 2% weekly rebate and various competitions and tournaments


What we like:


	 Fast payouts
	 Cash bonuses
	 Sportsbook rebate
	 $5 minimum withdrawal






 
What we don’t:


	 Fewer crypto options than other sites








 Join BetNow 

 

3. Bovada – Wide Selection of Sports Betting in GA
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Established in December 2011, Bovada is one of the most recognized offshore online bookies in Georgia. It offers live dealer games, a sportsbook, a racebook, a casino, and live poker rooms. Access the safe & secure sports betting site using an instant-play desktop or mobile/tablet browser for Android & iOS devices.

The sportsbook covers a wide selection of US-focused and international sports, events, and betting markets. A prop builder introduced in 2020 lets players profit from outcomes not necessarily tied to the final score.

The cryptocurrency operator accepts Bitcoin and US dollar deposits/withdrawals. New players from Georgia can choose from US dollar or Bitcoin welcome offers in the casino, sports, and poker rooms. Earn loyalty rewards that increase according to your level, redeemable for bets on the racebook, casino, sportsbook, or poker tournaments.


What we like:


	 Live streaming esports
	 Lightning-fast payouts
	 Competitive betting odds
	 Create your own sports bets






 
What we don’t:


	 Other GA online sportsbooks offer superior welcome bonuses








 Join Bovada 

 

4. BetUS – Generous Sports Betting Promotions and Bonuses
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Another one of our favorites for offshore sports betting in Georgia is BetUS, established way back in 1994. Like the previous providers, this site covers all the most popular American sports, including NBA, NCAA, NFL, MLB, MMA, and boxing. International sports betting enthusiasts, and European soccer, in particular, will find the operator even more appealing. The range of esports, particularly standouts.

Additionally, the site is excellent for esports, horse racing, casino games, and poker markets. Odds boosters, player props, and game props can make things even more satisfying.

BetUS has one of the more competitive welcome offers of up to $3,000 in matched deposit bonus money. In addition, there are several promotions for regular players, including sports reload bonuses, which are better when using cryptocurrencies. Odds boosters and player & game props are other perks of playing at BetUS.



What we like:


	 Generous welcome offer
	 Accepts a number of cryptos
	 Weekly Picks available on BetUS TV
	 Broad sports market coverage and higher betting limits






 
What we don’t:


	 Not as many sports betting markets as other sportsbooks








 Join BetUS 

 

5. Everygame – Top In-Play Betting Options
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One of the first ever online sportsbooks, Everygame is next up on our list. They’ve been operating for roughly three decades and have used their experience to deliver a site that is simple to use and perfect for beginners. There are over fifteen sports and hundreds of leagues and competitions from the US and beyond.

The site includes many innovative features that simplify betting. This includes an in-play betting interface that allows you to view and bet on several live games from one screen. There’s also a bet booster feature that will recommend bets you can add to your bet slip to create parlays and increase your potential profits.

Most of the top offshore sportsbooks offer free crypto deposits but charge for fiat options. However, Everygame has made all deposit methods free of charge. Bitcoin and other crypto transactions are also free for payouts. Although traditional options do have withdrawal fees they are some of the lowest around.

Everygame promo codes enable new players to double their deposit up to $500. All users can claim reloads, free NFL bets, and enter into competitions with some truly amazing prizes including winning tickets to the NBA finals and the Super Bowl.


What we like:


	 User-friendly
	 Low wagering conditions
	 Dedicated mobile sports betting app
	 A wide range of NFL betting lines






 
What we don’t:


	 Low betting limits








 Join Everygame 

 

More on gambling in Georgia…

Learn about all types of online gambling in Georgia in our expert guides below:

	Georgia Real Money Online Casinos


Best Georgia Sportsbooks Comparison

Now that we’ve given you the rundown of the best online sports betting Georgia sites, we’ve summarized the highlights in the table next.


	Sportsbook	Sign-Up Bonus	Bonus Code	Sports to bet on	Live Betting	Live Streaming
	BetOnline	50% up to $1,000	INSIDERS	25+	✅	✅
	BetNow	100% up to $1,000	INSIDERS	12+	✅	❌
	Bovada	75% up to $750	INSIDERS	20+	✅	✅
	BetUS	125% up to $2,500	INSIDERS	20+	✅	✅
	Everygame	100% up to $500	INSIDERS	20++	✅	❌
	MyBookie	50% up to $1,000	INSIDERS	20+	✅	❌
	Sportsbetting.ag	100% up to $1,000	INSIDERS	25+	✅	✅
	Xbet	100% up to $500	INSIDEX	20+	✅	❌
	BUSR	150% up to $2,500	INSIDER150	18+	✅	❌
	Mega Dice	200% Bonus up to 1BTC + 50 Free Spins	N/A	40+	✅	❌




Discover Our Top Betting Guides


Who Can Bet on Sports From Georgia?

While Georgia has not legalized online sports betting, those wishing to wager on sports have an option to do so with offshore sportsbooks.

To play here, all you need to do is create an account, be at least 18 years of age, and have the ability to deposit and withdraw money with their available options.

How To Bet on Sports From Georgia?

If you’re looking to learn how to bet on Georgia sports betting websites, below is a step-by-step guide on how to do so.

1. Register For An Account
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On the home page, click on the registration button in the upper right-hand corner. From here, complete the registration process. You will need to provide some personal information.

2. Go To The Promotions Page
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Once you’re done setting up your new account, go to the Promotions page to see what welcome bonuses and existing player offers are available.

3. Make Your First Deposit
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Now that you know what offers are available to you, make a deposit into your account to start wagering on sports. To find this page, you will typically see a link in the upper right-hand corner of the page after creating an account. On this menu, there will be a list of available methods.

4. Start Wagering
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With your account stocked with funds, find the sport and contest you wish to wager on. Then, decide on the type of bet you want to make. Once you make your selection, the bet slip will appear. Simply insert the amount of money you wish to wager, confirm it, and wait for the results.

Is Sports Betting Legal in Georgia 2024?

Sports betting is not currently legal in Georgia, and although there was some hope that this might change in 2023 all bills failed to pass through either the House or Senate.

However, players can participate in sports betting by wagering at any of the offshore sportsbooks we recommend here.

When Will Sports Betting Be Legal in Georgia?

Sadly, there is no real indication as to when. With no sports betting bills passing during the April legislative session, neither of the bills will be on the November 2022 ballot. Should those like Rep. Ron Stephens try to emulate the direction he took to get Georgia sports betting passed, it would not be up again for a vote until November 2024.

There is an option for lawmakers to move forward without a ballot, but the support for that is unclear.

We could be looking at 2025 to be when GA legalizes sports betting.

In the meantime, players can continue wagering on sports on our recommended offshore sports betting options.

Georgia Sports Betting Bills

There has been plenty of chatter and talk of sports betting in GA ever since PASPA was overturned in 2018, but there were only two Georgia sports betting bills that made any noise in terms of legalization.

2023

	SB 57 – The bill to allow legal sports betting failed in a vote in the Senate with 19 votes in favor but 37 against.
	SR140 – Like SB57 this bill failed to pass a vote in the Senate.
	HB340 – This bill was similar to bills in previous years and would have granted power to the state lottery to allow legal sports betting. It failed to even go to a vote in the House.


2022

	SB 142 – Originally proposed in 2021, this bill received an amendment to legalize sports betting through the state lottery. This was one of the bills that did not pass during the April 2022 session.
	SR 135: Another 2021 bill that was amended, this bill now included a timber tax break. This was the other bill that did not pass.


Tax on Sports Betting Winnings in Georgia

Your betting winnings are taxable in Georgia as it is considered as income. The tax rate will depend on what bracket you are in but it is a maximum of 5.75%. You can view the tax rate on gambling winnings below.

	Income of $0 is taxed at 1%
	Income of up to $750 is taxed at 2%
	Income of up to $2,250 is taxed at 3%
	Income of up to $3,750 is taxed at 4%
	Income of up to $5,250 is taxed at 5%
	Income of $7,000 or more is taxed at 5.75%


Payment Methods Available at the Best Georgia Sports Betting Sites

When you venture over to an offshore sports betting site, you’ll want to know what the available payment methods are, as this will determine how you give money and get it back after you win.

Here are various options you will find at the best Georgia sports betting sites.

Crypto Betting Options

With offshore GA online sportsbooks, cryptocurrency is a highly recommended source of payment. There are numerous options available, including promotions centered around them.

Below is a short list of the more acceptable methods.

	Bitcoin
	Ethereum
	Dogecoin
	Binance
	Avalanche
	Cardano
	Tether
	Litecoin
	Stellar
	Bitcoin Cash
	Shiba Inu


E-Wallet Betting Options

Next up, you can also use an eWallet to fund your sports betting account. You can either fund your account with your eWallet balance or treat it as the middleman between you and your bank account.

	PayPal
	Neteller
	Skrill


Traditional Payment Methods at Georgia Betting Sites

Don’t worry—if you’re someone who uses eWallets or crypto, there are still options available to you.

These include the following:

	Credit/Debit Cards
	ACH Transfer
	Online Banking
	Check my mail
	Wire Transfer
	PayNearMe


Betting Bonuses Available at the Top Georgia Sportsbooks

Deposit Bonuses

You will receive a percentage match-up to a certain dollar amount with a deposit bonus. For example, BetOnline offers players a 50% match up to $1,000 with a 10x wagering requirement.

The maximum deposit you need to make to receive the total $1,000 is $2,000, but you can deposit any amount you want.

Next, the bonus funds will be non-withdrawable until you complete the wagering requirements. So, if you deposit $100, you will receive $50. From here, you will need to wager $500 at BetOnline to access the $50 in bonus funds as cash.

Reload Bonuses

Reload bonuses act like deposit bonuses, but any player can use these. You typically have a lower percentage rate and overall monetary amount than a typical deposit bonus with these offers.

You would then go to the Promotions page, click on the offer, opt-in, and deposit to receive your reload bonus.

Risk-Free/Free Bonus Bets

Risk-free bets allow you to make a wager without running the risk of losing your money. Here, when you wager and lose, you will receive your money back as a site credit that you can then use to wager again to win money.

In terms of wagering requirements, every GA online sportsbook is different, but it’s more often than not you will not need to meet any wagering requirements.

No Deposit Bonus

If you can receive sports betting bonus funds or site credit just for creating an account, this is known as a no deposit bonus.

With this offer, you will receive anywhere from $1 to -$25 in site credit after creating an account. It may not be a lot of bonus credits, but it’s something to get your account off and running.

Grab The Best Promo Codes With Our Reviews


Popular Sports Available for Online Sports Betting in Georgia

There are numerous professional Georgia sports teams to wager on, including the Hawks, Falcons, Braves, etc.

Below, we will go over some of the top sports you can wager on at offshore sports betting sites available in Georgia and some of the ways you can bet.

Don’t Blow It: Bet on the NFL

The NFL is one of the most bet-on sports and for a good reason. Each Sunday during the season feels like its own holiday.

With the NFL, you can wager on the money line, spread, and totals, amongst other options.

In terms of the best NFL betting option, we really can’t recommend any particular Georgia sportsbook as this sport becomes the focal point of all sports betting sites when it comes around.

	Atlanta Falcons: Appeared in the Super Bowl in 2017 but blew a 28-3 lead over the New England Patriots.


Fly Straight Into NBA Winnings

The NBA is a lot like the NFL in terms of ways you can wager. With more than 80 games to bet on, there are ample opportunities to make money.

BetOnline always provides NBA odds quickly and has excellent promotions such as the deposit bonus to help with your NBA bets.

	Atlanta Hawks: Won their division in 2021.


Be Brave: Bet on MLB

Baseball has seen decreasing viewership, but this just means that there are more opportunities to win money over a season that has more than 160 regular-season games.

Like the NFL and NBA, the wagering options are the same, and BetOnline and Bovada always step up to the plate with MLB odds offerings and more.

	Atlanta Braves: Won the 2021 World Series


No D(ice), But Still, Bet on the NHL

There are no professional hockey teams in Georgia, but there are plenty of teams in neighboring states that you’re likely a fan of.

Once again, the betting options are similar to that of the NFL, NBA, and MLB, and MyBookie is always the first to skate out some premium NHL odds.

Shoot Your Shot With NCAA Basketball

There are plenty of colleges in Georgia, but none stick out as prominent college basketball schools. Still, though, betting on college basketball, especially March Madness, is one of the more fun sports to wager on.

March Madness is an emphasis everywhere, but during the regular season, you can’t go wrong with betting on the sport at BetUS.

Get A Dawg In The Fight: Bet on NCAA Football

Once again, there are numerous schools to wager in Georgia regarding college football, but none match that of the 2022 National Champion Georgia Bulldogs.

With bets similar to that of the NFL; BetUS and Bovada always have slightly more favorable odds than other books.

Wager on Golf

Whenever The Masters happens in April, this is another massive sports betting event. The tournament comes right after March Madness, so players are primed and ready to wager.

The betting selections include outright winners and top-five, top-10, and top-20 finishes with golf.

Relax and Wager on Horse Racing

Horse racing is one of the oldest forms of sports betting, and there is no exception for offshore Georgia sportsbooks such as BetOnline and BetUS, which have massive track offerings.

With horses, you wager in multiple ways, including the following:

	Win
	Place
	Show
	Exacta
	Daily Double
	Pick 3-6


Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS) Are Available

While sports betting is not legal in the state, players can still craft lineups while staying under a salary cap on their favorite sports sites like FanDuel, DraftKings, etc.

Find More Detailed Sports Betting Guides


Live Betting with Georgia Sports Betting Sites

At offshore online sportsbooks in Georgia, you can wager on contests actively in progress. This is known as live betting. The odds will shift rapidly as the game progresses, so you’ll want to act quickly or during a commercial break/timeout in the game.

BetOnline has an excellent live betting interface, but all of our recommended offshore sportsbooks do a great job with this.

Georgia Sports Betting Apps & Mobile Sites for iPhone & Android

In some states, you can choose between native mobile sportsbook apps and mobile sports betting websites. That is not the case in Georgia, because Peach State does not permit American companies to offer mobile apps, meaning you cannot download them via Google Play or the App Store.

GA Mobile Sports Betting on iPhone

You must visit a mobile betting site from your browser to place wagers from an iPhone in Georgia. There are no mobile apps to download.

Operators like BetOnline, BetUS, Bovada, and MyBookie have optimized their websites for iOS operating systems. You can access them through your chosen iPhone browser, such as Safari.

GA Mobile Sports Betting on Android

Mobile sports betting on an Android device in Georgia must be done through a web-based sportsbook, as there are no native apps allowed. That means you will not be able to download brands like FanDuel, DraftKings, and BetMGM.

You can still place bets from an Android device, but you will need to visit a sportsbook such as BetOnline or Bovada from the Chrome browser on your phone.

Mobile Site vs App for Betting in Georgia

Georgia sports betting apps may be legalized at some point in the future. If that happens, you may be interested in the pros and cons of betting on a mobile site and a mobile app. Read on to learn more.

Sports Betting Mobile Site

You can access a mobile sports betting site directly from the browser on your smartphone. That means you do not have to spend time downloading an app and will not need to concern yourself with periodic updates.

Some basic mobile sportsbooks simply replicate the desktop site, so they are very difficult to navigate on a smaller screen. However, the best sportsbooks are optimized for mobile use, making them quick and easy to use.


What we like:


	 Available to bettors in Georgia
	 No downloads or updates required
	 Bet on sports, casino, poker, and horse racing in one place
	 Wide choice of reputable brands






 
What we don’t:


	 Bonuses often have high rollover requirements
	 Apps are often easier to log into








Sports Betting Mobile App

There are not currently any mobile betting apps for Georgia players to download. If they are legalized in the future, you will be able to download them via Google Play or the App Store. They sit on your main mobile interface, allowing quick logins and convenient wagering.

American mobile betting apps are significantly different from offshore mobile betting sites. They use slicker software, they have far lower rollover requirements on their bonuses and they offer convenient banking. However, they also provide fewer betting options, the odds are often worse and they do not cover politics.


What we like:


	 Low bonus rollover requirements
	 Very impressive software
	 Lots of odds boosts
	 Convenient banking options






 
What we don’t:


	 Not available in Georgia
	 Odds are often underwhelming








How to Create a Betting App for a Georgia Sportsbook

While there are no legal betting apps for Georgia within the state, you can essentially turn an offshore mobile sports betting site into a web-based app by following these steps:

Step 1: Visit BetOnline.ag from Any Mobile Browser

Just type it into the main bar when using Safari, Chrome, or any other browser.

[image: BetOnline Georgia Mobile Web App]
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Step 2: Open the Browser Menu

Press the button we have indicated below.

[image: BetOnline iPhone Web App Menu]
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Step 3: Tap to Add BetOnline to Your Home Screen

This will allow you to access it very quickly, making it just like a sports betting app in Georgia.

[image: BetOnline Web App Add to Home Screen]
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Step 4: Tap to Confirm the Shortcut

You might like to rename it “BetOnline” to make it simpler.

[image: BetOnline GA Web App Name]
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Step 5: Open BetOnline at Any Time

You will now be able to open your Georgia mobile betting platform with one tap of the screen.

[image: BetOnline Web App]
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Learn More About Betting With BBI Guides


How Georgia Sports Betting Compares to its Neighbors

Four states border Georgia: Tennessee, South Carolina, Florida, and Alabama.

Of those states, Tennessee has legal sports betting but is mobile-only, whereas the other states do not have legal sports betting.

GA Legislative Resources

For residents of Georgia interested in finding out more information on current legislation to do with sports betting and gambling in the state or would like to contact local and state representatives to express their opinions or concerns on the subject they can use the links below.

	Georgia.gov
	Georgia Legislature General Assembly.gov


GA Gambling Resources

If you believe that you or someone you know has a sports gambling problem, then we encourage you to get in contact with the NCPG Georgia or another gambling helpline found at the links below, they can provide advice local information, and treatment services in your area.

	NCPG Problem Gambling Resources in Georgia
	Gambling Addiction find a helpline


Best Online Sportsbook Georgia Has to Offer 2024

Although sports betting is not legal in Georgia and doesn’t appear to be headed there any time soon, in the meantime, BetOnline is the offshore sportsbook we recommend, amongst many others.

However, BetOnline separates itself with an accessible deposit bonus offer of 50% up to $1,000 and offers reload bonuses and various sports to bet on, including eSports.
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        50% up to $1000 Welcome Bonus
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Georgia Sports Betting FAQs



    
        Who oversees Georgia sports betting?

    

    
        Because Georgia sports betting is not authorized by the state constitution, no regulator oversees it.

    





    
        What is the legal gambling age in Georgia?

    

    
        The legal gambling age in Georgia is 18 or over to participate in the state lottery or charitable gaming. Visitors aboard the casino cruise ship must be 21 or over to play.

    





    
        Is online sports betting legal in Georgia?

    

    
        Online sports betting in Georgia would first require an amendment to the state constitution to become legal. Although this may change in the future, players today can play at offshore online sportsbooks

    





    
        Is mobile sports betting available in Georgia?

    

    
        Mobile sports betting is available at offshore operators using an (instant play) Internet browser or a downloadable mobile app for iOS/Android.

    





    
        Where can I bet on sports in Georgia?

    

    
        Bettors from Georgia can enjoy sports betting at offshore online sportsbooks, like the ones recommended above.
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                    Joe Yarnold joined the Basketball Insiders team in October 2021, as a content editor and writer. He obtained his Master’s degree from Framingham State University and has experience writing educational and explanatory articles on all forms of gambling. Although he specializes in casino gaming, NFL, soccer and NBA betting, he has well-rounded knowledge and insight of most sports. His expertise also include researching and analyzing the latest federal and state gambling laws and regulations in the US.
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                                Note that the content on this site should not be considered betting advice. Betting is speculative. When betting your capital is at risk. This website is free for you to use but we may receive commission from the companies we feature on this site.


If you or someone you know has a gambling problem and wants help, call 1-800 GAMBLER.
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